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ON THE UPPER SEMI-CONTINUITY OF THE HILBERT-KUNZ
MULTIPLICITY
FLORIAN ENESCU AND KAZUMA SHIMOMOTO
ABSTRACT. We show that the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of a d-dimensional non-
regular complete intersection over Fp, p > 2 prime, is bounded by below by the
Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of ∑di=0 x2i = 0, answering positively a conjecture of
Watanabe and Yoshida in the case of complete intersections.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (R,m) be a local ring containing a field of positive characteristic p > 0. If I
is an ideal in R, then I[q] = (iq : i ∈ I), where q = pe is a power of the characteristic.
Let R◦ = R\∪P, where P runs over the set of all minimal primes of R. An element
x is said to belong to the tight closure of the ideal I if there exists c ∈ R◦ such that
cxq ∈ I[q] for all sufficiently large q = pe. The tight closure of I is denoted by I∗.
By a parameter ideal we mean an ideal generated by a full system of parameters in
R. For an m-primary ideal I, one can consider the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity and
the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity. A ring R is called unmixed if dim(R/Q) = dim(R),
for all associated primes Q of R.
Definition 1.1. Let I be an m-primary ideal in a d-dimensional local ring (R,m). In
what follows λ(−) denotes the length function.
The Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R at I is defined by eHK(I) = eHK(I,R) :=
lim
q→∞
λ(R/I[q])
qd
. Monsky has shown that this limit exists and is positive. If I = m,
then we call eHK(m,R) the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R and denote it by eHK(R).
The Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of R at I is defined by e(I)= e(I,R) := lim
n→∞
d!λ(R/I
n)
nd
.
The limit exists and it is positive and similarly e(m,R) is simply denoted e(R) and
called the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of R.
It is known that for parameter ideals I, one has e(I) = eHK(I). The following
sequence of inequalities is also known to hold:
max{1,
1
d! e(I)} ≤ eHK(I)≤ e(I)
for every m-primary ideal I.
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By a result of Watanabe and Yoshida [10], an unmixed local ring R of character-
istic p > 0 is regular if and only if the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity,
eHK(R) = 1.
A short proof of this was given by Huneke and Yao in [6].
In [1], Blickle and Enescu have started a first investigation of the number
εHK(d, p) = inf{eHK(R)−1 : R non–regular, unmixed, dimR = d, charR = p}.
by showing that εHK(d, p) is always strictly positive, i.e the Hilbert-Kunz multiplic-
ity of a non-regular ring of fixed dimension and characteristic cannot be arbitrarily
close to one. They have raised the natural question whether εHK(d, p) is attained.
And if this is the case, what is the significance of such rings with minimal Hilbert-
Kunz multiplicity?
In [11], Watanabe and Yoshida have formulated the following conjecture
Conjecture (Watanabe-Yoshida). Let d ≥ 2 and p 6= 2 prime. Put
Rp,d := k[[X0, ...,Xd]]/(X20 + · · ·+X2d ).
Let (R,m,k) be a d-dimensional unmixed local ring and let k = Fp. Then the
following statements hold:
(1) If R is not regular, then eHK(R)≥ eHK(Rp,d).
(2) If eHK(R) = eHK(Rp,d), then the m-adic completion of R is isomorphic to Rp,d
as local rings.
The case d = 2 has been solved affirmatively (see [10, 1]). The cases d = 3,4 are
more difficult and have been answered affirmatively by Watanabe and Yoshida, [11].
The case d = 1 is easy to interpret since eHK(A) = e(A).
In this paper we would like to prove part (1) of the Conjecture for complete
intersections.
We would like to finish the introduction by mentioning two results that will be
needed later.
Proposition 1.2 (Kunz, 3.2 in [7] and 3.9 in [8]). Let (R,m,k) → (S,n,k) be a
flat local homomorphism of Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that S/mS is
regular.
(1) If x is part of a system of parameters on R then eHK(R)≤ eHK(R/xR).
(2) eHK(R) = eHK(S).
We should note that Watanabe and Yoshida ([10]) gave an alternate proof of (1)
under the assumption that x is nonzerodivisor on R.
An element f ∈A[[t]] over a local ring (A,m) is called a distinguished polynomial
if f = ao +a1t + · · ·+an−1t + tn, for some integer n and ai ∈m, i≥ 0.
In what follows we will need the following classical result:
Theorem 1.3 (Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, [5]). Let (A,m) be a complete
local ring and let B = A[[t]]. If f = ∑∞i=0 ait i ∈ B and if there exists n ∈ N such that
ai ∈ m for all i < n and an /∈ m, then f = u fo where u is a unit in B and fo is a
distinguished polynomial of degree n. Also, u and fo are uniquely determined by f .
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We would like to thank Paul C. Roberts for valuable advice with regard to this
paper. We are grateful to the referee for helpful comments that enhanced our expo-
sition. In particular, Lemma 3.1 was suggested by the referee. Also, Ian Aberbach
and Ca˘ta˘lin Ciuperca˘ have informed us that they have obtained Theorem 4.6 inde-
pendently. While their methods do not use the dense upper-semicontinuity of the
Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity, they resemble ours in spirit.
2. DENSE UPPER-SEMICONTINUITY OF THE HILBERT-KUNZ MULTIPLICITY
Let R be an equidimensional ring of characteristic p > 0 such that R is finite over
Rp, i.e. R is F-finite. Kunz has shown that if R is F-finite, then R is excellent.
We would like to discuss here several aspects of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity.
E. Kunz has shown that the function fe : Spec(R)→Q where
fe(P) = λ(RP/P[pe]RP)/peheight(P)
is upper-semi continuous on Spec(R) (Corollary 3.4 in [8]).
Definition 2.1. Let eHK : Spec(R)→ R, defined by
eHK(P) := eHK(PRP,RP).
We caution the reader that, although one can talk about the Hilbert-Kunz multi-
plicity of an ideal primary to the maximal ideal in a local ring, the notation just
introduced will always refer to the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of a local ring, RP, at
its maximal ideal. Clearly, eHK(P) = lime→∞ fe(P).
Question. Is eHK an upper-semi continuous function on Spec(R)?
It is known that eHK(P) ≤ eHK(Q) if P ⊂ Q are prime ideals in R (Proposition
3.3 in [8]). However, this does not immediately imply that eHK is upper-semi con-
tinuous.
Definition 2.2. Let T be a topological space. A function f : T → R is called dense
upper semi-continuous if for every x in T one can find a dense subset U of T con-
taining x such that f (y)≤ f (x) for every y ∈U .
We would like to introduce some more definitions before stating our next result.
In what follows, by a variety, we always mean an irreducible, reduced scheme de-
fined over an algebraically closed field. For a linear system Γ (complete or not)
on a variety X we can define a rational map φΓ : X 99K PN by sending x ∈ X to
[so(x) : · · · : sN(x)], where si form a K-basis of the system. Γ is said to be composed
of a pencil if the image of this map is one dimensional.
Lemma 2.3 (First Theorem of Bertini, [4], Theorem 3.4.10 ). Let X be a variety
over K and let Γ be linear system which is not composed of a pencil such that its
base locus has codimension at least 2. Then the generic member of Γ is irreducible.
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a n-dimensional variety over K. Then for every x,y in X
there is an irreducible curve C that passes through x and y.
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Proof. If X is a curve then there is nothing to prove. Assume that dimX ≥ 2.
Consider the linear system Γ consisting of all the hyperplane sections that pass
through x and y. Then by Bertini there is an irreducible member X1 ∈ Γ such that
x,y ∈ X1. Take the reduced structure of X1 so that it is a variety, denoted by (X1)red .
Again apply Bertini to (X1)red to get irreducible X2 chosen from the linear sys-
tem consisting of all the hyperplanes passing through x,y in (X1)red . Keeping this
procedure, we obtain the chain of closed subvarieties, say
X ⊇ (X1)red ⊇ ·· · ⊇ (Xn−1)red
such that (Xn−1)red is one-dimensional, irreducible, and contains x,y.
Hence (Xn−1)red is our desired curve. 
Theorem 2.5. Let K be an uncountable algebraically closed field and R a finitely
generated K-algebra which is equi-dimensional. Let Sing(R) ⊂ Max(R) be the
singular locus. Then eHK : Max(R)→ R is dense upper semi-continuous on each
component of Max(R). In particular, eHK : Max(R) → R is dense upper semi-
continuous on each irreducible component of Sing(R).
Proof. R is an excellent ring and hence the regular locus of R is open.
The case when R is a domain goes as follows: the regular locus is non-empty
(the zero ideal is in it) and, for each Q as in the hypothesis, one can take Λ =
Reg(R)∪{Q}. This is a dense set and eHK(P) = 1≤ eHK(Q) for every P ∈ Λ.
Now if R is not a domain (and in particular if the regular locus happens to be
empty) we have to argue differently:
We know that for every e there exists an open set Q ∈Λe such that fe(P)≤ fe(Q)
for every P ∈ Λe (see Corollary 3.4 in [7]).
We will take Λ := ∩eΛe and show that Λ is dense.
In the following, since we work on one component of Max(R), we may assume
that Max(R) is irreducible but may possibly be non-reduced.
We need to show that, for every x ∈Max(R) and every open set x ∈U , U ∩Λ 6= /0
holds. In other words, U ∩e Λe 6= /0. Then by Corollary applied to Max(R)red there
is an irreducible curve C that passes through x and Q and set λe =C∩Λe. Each λe
is open in C and hence it is the complement of a finite set.
We have that (U ∩C) is an open set in C containing x and so (U ∩C)∩λe 6= /0.
Otherwise, U ∩C is contained in the union of the complements of λe which is a
countable set. But U ∩C is open in C and hence it is definitely uncountable and
therefore dense.
We have shown that (U ∩C)∩λe 6= /0 which shows that U ∩e Λe 6= /0 must also be
true. The second statement follows from the similar argument by applying Bertini
to irreducible component of Sing(R)red . 
Let Ro = k[[x1, ...,xn]]/( f ) be an n−1-dimensional hypersurface ring and define
an n-dimensional hypersurface ring R = k[[x1, ...,xn]][t]/( f + tg), where g is a for-
mal power series with g 6= 0,g(0) = 0,g /∈ k · f . Obviously, t is a nonzerodivisor on
R.
In this section, we would like to study the behavior of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplic-
ity of the fibers of the natural homomorphism k[t]→ R = k[[x1, ...,xn]][t]/( f + tg).
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We will assume that k is an uncountable algebraically closed and so all the max-
imal ideals of k[t] are of the form (t −α), with α ∈ k. Let tα = t −α. One can
note that R/(tα) is a local ring isomorphic to Rα = k[[x1, ...,xn]]/( f +αg) which is
a n−1-dimensional hypersurface. This makes tα a nonzerodivisor on R, for every
α ∈ k. We would also like to note that every maximal ideal of R is of the form
mα = (x1, ...,xn, t−α) with α ∈ k.
Theorem 2.6. Assume that we are in the situation described above.
One can find a dense subset Λ ⊂ k such that, for every α ∈ Λ,
eHK((R/tα)mα)) = eHK(
k[[x1, ...,xd]]
( f +αg) )≤ eHK((R/tR)m0)) = eHK(
k[[x1, ..,xd]]
( f ) ),
where m0 = (x1, ...,xn, t).
Proof. As remarked earlier, R/tαR is already local with maximal ideal mα.
If (A,m) is a local ring of dimension d, the eHK(A) = limq→∞ λ(A/m[q])/qd .
Since R/tαR and R/tR have the same dimension, to prove the inequality in the
statement we need to prove the inequality between the corresponding lengths.
Let us observe that, for every α, R/(m[q]α + tα)R = R/(x1, ...,xn)[q]⊗k[t] k[t]/(tα).
Moreover, let A=R/(x1, ...,xn)[q] and note that this is a finitely generated module
over k[t]. So, if we localize at the multiplicative set k[t] \ (tα) we get that A(tα) is
a finitely generated module over k[t](tα). Moreover, A/(tα) is already local and we
have that A/(tα)≃ (A/(tα))(tα).
Since k is algebraically closed, λ(R/(m[q]α + tα)R) equals the dimension of the
k-vector space R/(m[q]α + tα)R = A/(tα). This, by NAK lemma, equals the minimal
number of generators of (R/(x1, ...,xn)[q])(tα) = A(tα) over k[t](tα).
So, if we start with a set of minimal generators of A(t) over k[t](t) we can find an
open set Λq in k, containing 0, where we can extend these generators.
Let Λ=∩qΛq. Since k is uncountable and the complements of Λq are all finite we
see that Λ must be an uncountable set and hence dense in k in the Zariski topology.
For all α ∈ Λ we have that, for all q,
λ(R/(m[q]α + tα)R)≤ λ(R/(m[q]0 + t0)R),
and this gives the inequality that we want. 
We would like to close this section by discussing an example by Monsky that
shows that one cannot hope to replace dense upper semi-continuity by upper semi-
continuity in Theorem 2.6.
First we would like to recall Monsky’s example ([9]):
Theorem 2.7 (Monsky). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
2 and Rα = k[[x,y,z]]/( f +αg), where f = z4 + xyz2 + (x3 + y3)z, g = x2y2 and
0 6= α ∈ k.
Then eHK(Rα) = 3+4−mα, where mα is computed as follows. Write α = β2 +β
with β ∈ k.
(1) If α is algebraic over Z/2Z, then mα is the degree of β over Z/2Z.
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(2) If α is not algebraic over Z/2Z, then let mα = ∞.
We would like to consider the case when k is the algebraic closure of (Z/2Z)(w),
where w is an indeterminate. Let R = k[[x,y,z, t]]/( f + tg). We see that Rα =
R/(t−α), where α ∈ k.
We would like to show that eHK is not necessarily upper semi-continuous in fibers
over k[t]. More precisely, we will find α0 ∈ k such that there exist no open subset U
in k containing α0 such that eHK(Rα)≤ eHK(Rα0) for every α∈U . If such U exists,
it would imply that eHK(Rα)> eHK(Rα0) only for finitely many α. However, if one
takes α0 = w, we see that eHK(Rα0) = 3, because w is not algebraic over Z/2Z.
However, there are infinitely many elements α in k that are algebraic over Z/2Z
and hence eHK(Rα)> 3 for all these α.
In conclusion, this example shows that if one wants to study the upper semi-
continuity of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of the fibers of k[t]→ R, a weaker no-
tion of upper-semicontinuity must be considered. One example is our notion that
replaces open sets by dense sets.
In what follows we will show how this notion can be exploited to prove a con-
jecture of Watanabe and Yoshida on the minimal Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of non-
regular rings.
3. MINIMAL HILBERT-KUNZ MULTIPLICITY: THE HYPERSURFACE CASE
Lemma 3.1. Let k be a field such that 1/2 ∈ k and put A = k[[x1, ....,xd]]. Consider
B = A[[x0]] and F = x20 + · · ·+ x2d +G with G ∈ m3B, where mB is the maximal ideal
of B. Then there exist a unit v0 in B, a0 ∈ (x1, ...,xd)B and G1 ∈ (x1, ...,xd)3B such
that
F = v0(x0 +a0)2 + x21 + · · ·+ x
2
d +G1
Proof. Write
G =
∞
∑
i=0
cix
i
0,
such that ci ∈ A and c0 ∈ m3A, c1 ∈ m2A and c2 ∈ mA.
Let v0 = (1+ c2)+∑∞i=1 ci+2xi0 and note that this is a unit in B. Moreover,
F = v0x20 + c1x0 + c0 + x
2
1 + · · ·+ x
2
d .
Now, let a0 = 2−1v−10 c1 and G1 = c0− v0a20 and note that the conclusion of the
Lemma follows.

Theorem 3.2. For any d-dimensional singular hypersurface k[[x0, ...,xd]]/( f ) over
an uncountable algebraically closed field k of characteristic different than 2, we
have that
eHK(k[[x0, ...,xd]]/(
d
∑
i=0
x2i ))≤ eHK(R).
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Proof. We can assume that f = ∑∞i=0 fi where each fi is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree i and f0 = f1 = 0.
Since the characteristic of k is different than 2, we can make a change of variables
to have that f2 = ∑li=0 x2i for some −1 ≤ l ≤ d where l =−1 means that f2 = 0.
Let us take gα := α(x2l+1+ · · ·x2d) with α ∈ k. By Theorem 2.6, the Hilbert-Kunz
multiplicity of f is greater or equal than that of Fα = f +gα for a dense set of α’s in
k. We can rescale our indeterminates and assume that Fα = x2o+ · · ·+x2d +G, where
the G contains only terms of degree greater or equal to 3.
Apply Lemma 3.1 to Fα and write Fα = v0(x0 + a0)2 + x21 + · · ·+ x2d +G1, with
G1 an element of (x1, ...,xd)3. We can continue now with x21 + · · ·+ x2d +G1 and by
applying Lemma 3.1 recursively we see that eventually we can write Fα =∑di=0 vix2i ,
where vi are all units, after a suitable change of variables.
Since we are working over an algebraically closed field of characteristic different
than 2, we can find wi units in k[[x0, ...,xd]] such that w2i = vi (see Lemma 3.3). This
allows us to transform Fα isomorphically into ∑di=0 x2i .
In conclusion, we get that
eHK(k[[x0, ...,xd]]/(
d
∑
i=0
x2i ))≤ eHK(R).

Lemma 3.3. If A is a ring such that f =∑uixi is a formal power series in A[[x]] and
uo is a unit in A that admits a square root in A and 1/2 ∈ A, we can find g ∈ A[[x]]
such that g2 = f . In particular, if f ∈ k[[x0, ...,xd]] is a unit and k is algebraically
closed of characteristic different than 2, then there exists g ∈ k[[x0, ...,xd]] such that
g2 = f .
Proof. The first statement amounts to solving a system of equations where the un-
knowns are the coefficients of g.
The second statement reduces to the first, by thinking of f ∈ A[[xd]] where A =
k[[x0, ...,xd−1]]. First, we apply induction on d: since f is a unit, by induction we
see that its constant term (when thinking of it as a power series in xd only) has a
square root in A = k[[x0, ...,xd−1]]. Applying the first statement now, we can find a
power series g ∈ A[[xd]] = k[[x0, ...,xd]] such that g2 = f .

Using an argument similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 3.2, one can show
the following:
Theorem 3.4. Let (R,m,k) be a d-dimensional singular hypersurface complete lo-
cal ring of characteristic p > 0 and p 6= 2,3. Then one of the following is true.
(1) R∼= k[[x0, ...,xd]]/(∑di=0 x2i ), or
(2) eHK(R)≥ eHK(k[[x0, ...,xd]]/(x20 + · · ·+ x2d−1 + x3d)).
Proof. Suppose that R is defined by some f ∈ k[[x0, ...,xd]].
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Assume (1) is not the case. Then as in the proof of Theorem3.1, we can make
change of variables to have that f2 = ∑li=0 x2i for the homogeneous decompositionf = ∑∞i=0 fi of f . Since (i) is not the case, we have that l < d.
Let us take gα := α(x2l+1 + · · ·+ x2d−1 + x3d) with α ∈ k. Then Fα := f +gα is of
the form x20 + · · ·+ x2l +αx2l+1 + · · ·+αx3d +G for α 6= 0, where G contains only
terms of degree greater than 2.
Now we can keep track of the proof in Theorem 3.1 without any change to have
that Fα = vox20 + · · ·+vd−1x2d−1 +vdx3d , where vi are all units. Since we can assume
that k is an algebraically closed field, and the characteristic of k is different than
2 and 3, we can apply Lemma 3.2 to solve the system of equations in wi; w20 =
v0,...,w2d−1 = vd−1,and w3d = vd (This is where p 6= 3 is used.). Therefore Fα can be
transformed isomorphically into x20 + · · ·+ x2d−1 + x3d .
By dense upper semi-continuity, we get that
eHK(R)≥ eHK(k[[x0, ...,xd]]/(x20 + · · ·+ x2d−1 + x3d)).

Much has been learned about the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity in Noetherian rings
by comparing it to the more classical notion of Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity. It is
true that in many instances the behavior of these two multiplicities is similar to
each other.
A natural way of approaching the conjecture of Watanabe and Yoshida is to show
that for any equidimensional local ring R there is a hypersurface S of same dimen-
sion such that eHK(S)≤ eHK(R). A well-known result on the Hilbert-Samuel multi-
plicity says that for every ring R of dimension d one can naturally construct, through
Noether normalization, a d-dimensional hypersurface S such that e(R) = e(S). In
this section, we will show that, for such an S, eHK(S) will turn out to be greater than
eHK(R) in many instances.
We would like to outline this construction in a specific example.
Let (R,m,k) be the ring obtained by killing the 2×3 -minors of a generic matrix,
say R = k[[x,y,z,u,v,w]]/(xv−uy,yw− vz,xw−uz). This ring is Cohen-Macaulay
of dimension 4 with x,u−y,z−v,w a system of parameters. In fact, R is F-regular.
Let A = k[[x,u− y,z− v,w]] ⊂ R be a Noether normalization. For computational
purposes, let a = u− y,b = z− v. With this change of variables A = k[[x,a,b,w]]⊂
R = k[[x,a,b,w,y,v]]/(y2−xv+ay,yw−vb−v2 ,xw−ab−yv−av−yb). Note that
Q(A)⊂ Q(B) is a simple field extension generated by y. Indeed, v = 1
x
(y2 +ay).
Look now at A[[y]]→ R. The kernel of this map is a principal ideal generated by
some f . Hence we have constructed a hypersurface (S,n,k) in R. It is known that
e(S) = e(R). We would like to compare the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicities of R and S.
Since R is finite over S, we have that eHK(n,S) = eHK(nR,R)/r, where r is the
rank of Q(R) over Q(S) (by Theorem 2.7 in [10]). But Q(S) = Q(R) and so r = 1.
We can also note that nR ⊂ m, which implies that eHK(nR,R) ≥ eHK(m,R) =
eHK(R). Moreover, R is F-regular and so nR = (nR)∗ 6= m which shows that
eHK(S) > eHK(R). ( As the referee points out, the reader can note that eHK(R) =
13/8 by applying the results of Section 5 in [12].)
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Examples like this are likely to abound. We have only used that R is F-regular
and that the finite extension S →֒R has rank 1.
4. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
In this section, we give an affirmative answer to the Conjecture 1 i) in the case of
complete intersections. We do this by reducing the study of complete intersections
to that of hypersurfaces, a case that was solved in the previous section.
We would like to state first prime avoidance result that will be used later in the
section ( [3], Exercise 3.19).
Lemma 4.1 (Prime Avoidance). Suppose that R is a ring containing a field k, and
let I1, ..., Im be ideals. If f1, ..., fn ∈ R are such that ( f1, ..., fn) * Ii for each i, then
there exists a nonzero homogeneous polynomial H(Z1, ...Zn)∈ k[Z1, ...,Zn] such that
n
∑
i=1
ai fi /∈
⋃
i
Ii
for all (a1, ...,an) ∈ kn with H(a1, ...,an) 6= 0.
The Lemma will be used in the proof of the following
Proposition 4.2. Let k be an uncountable algebraically closed field of characteris-
tic p > 0. Let A = k[[X1, ...,Xn]] and ˜R := A/( f1... fl) a complete intersection ring
and f ,g∈ A such that they form a regular sequence on ˜R. Let 0 6= h∈ ˜R. Then there
exist a dense subset V ⊂ k such that ah+ f ,g form a regular sequence on ˜R and
eHK( ˜R/( f ,g))≥ eHK( ˜R/(ah+ f ,g),
for all a ∈V.
Proof. Since f ,g form a regular sequence on ˜R, we note that (h, f ) 6⊆ P for every as-
sociated prime P of ˜R/(g). Hence, we can find a nonzero homogeneous polynomial
H(Z1,Z2) such that
ah+ f /∈ P
for every P associated prime of ˜R/(g) and every a in the open non-empty subset
U := {a ∈ k : H(a,1) 6= 0}. That is, ah+ f and g form a regular sequence on ˜R. Let
us consider the natural ring homomorphism
k[t]→ ˜R[t]/(th+ f ,g).
The fiber over each a ∈U is of dimension n− l−2. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6
we can find a dense subset V in U such that
eHK( ˜R/( f ,g)≥ eHK( ˜R/(ah+ f ,g),
for all a ∈V . 
Theorem 4.3. Let (R,m,k) be a non-regular complete intersection whose residue
field is an uncountable algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Then there
exists a non-regular hypersurface k[[X1, ...,Xd+1]]/(F) such that
eHK(k[[X1, ...,Xd+1]]/(F))≤ eHK(R).
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Proof. Let R be a non-regular complete intersection of dimension d. Since we can
complete R, R is isomorphic to
k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]]/( f1, ..., fe),
where ( f1, ..., fe) is a regular sequence.
(e = 1): In this case, since R is already a hypersurface, so we are done.
(e > 1): We will give a proof based on induction on the length of a regular se-
quence. The idea of the proof is to work on the regular sequence. In each step, we
try to obtain another regular sequence whose corresponding residue ring is of di-
mension d, non-regular, and has multiplicity smaller than equal to that of the residue
ring corresponding to regular sequence obtained in the previous step.
First of all, we will apply the following procedures to the ring R.
(1): Suppose that some fi (1≤ i≤ e) defines a regular hypersurface ring, then by
Cohen’s structure theorem, there is an isomorphism
k[[Y1, ...,Yd+e−1]]∼= k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]]/( fi),
where k[[Y1, ...,Yd+e−1]] is the power series ring. Then there is an isomorphism
k[[Y1, ...,Yd+e−1]]/( f ′1, ..., f ′i−1, f ′i+1, ..., f ′e)∼= k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]]/( f1, ..., fe)),
where f ′j is the inverse image of f j. Note that ( f ′1, ..., f ′i−1, f ′i+1, ..., f ′e) is a regular
ideal and its length is equal to e−1.
Following this procedure, we can shrink the length of the regular sequence as
small as possible, therefore we can assume that none of fi’s defines a regular hyper-
surface.
(2): After (1) is done, by making some linear change of X1, ...,Xd+e, we can
assume that each fi contains a term, ciX ti1 with 0 6= ci ∈ k, and that the order of fi is
equal to ti for each i. The coefficients of X ti1 are of the form ci +mi with mi in the
maximal ideal of k[[Y2, ...,Yd+e−1]]. Then by Weierstrass preparation theorem, each
fi can be written uniquely in the form
fi = ui(X ti1 +as−1X ti−11 + · · ·+a0),
where ui is a unit, and ai is in the maximal ideal of k[[Y2, ...,Yd+e−1]].
Since we consider ideals, so we can ignore the unit ui, hence again, we may put
fi = (X ti1 +as−1X ti−11 + · · ·+a0),R := k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]]/( f1, ..., fe).
To apply the induction step, let us prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let ˜R := k[[X1, ...,Xn]]/( f1, ..., fl) be a complete intersection and
f , g be elements of A := k[[X1, ...,Xn]] that form a regular sequence on ˜R. Assume
that both A/( f ) and A/(g) are non-regular, and f , g are distinguished polynomials
with respect X1, that is, they can be written as f = (X t1 + at−1X t−11 + · · ·+ a0),
g= (X s1+bs−1X
s−1
1 + · · ·+b0), where ai, bi are in the maximal ideal of k[[X2, ..,Xn]].
Then, there exists a regular sequence f ′,g′ ∈ k[[X1, ...,Xn]] in ˜R such that
eHK( ˜R/( f ,g))≥ eHK( ˜R/( f ′,g′)),
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and such that following holds:
f ′ (or g′) contains a linear term in X1: that is, f ′ = u′X1 + v′ with u′ unit in ˜R
and v′ ∈ k[[X2, ...,Xn]]
Moreover, one can arrange that ˜R/( f ′,g′) is non-regular.
Remark 4.5. By Kunz, Proposition 1.2, we note that eHK( ˜R/( f )),eHK( ˜R/(g)) ≤
eHK( ˜R/( f ,g)), hence ˜R/( f ,g) is also non regular. In the same manner, if one of f ′
and g′ defines a non-regular hypersurface, then ˜R/( f ′,g′) is also non-regular.
Proof of the Proposition. The plan is to start with the ideal ( f ,g) in ˜R and perform
transformations on f or g to decrease the degree of X1 in either f or g until we come
to one of the cases described below.
The first step is natural and easy to describe: Without loss of generality, we may
assume t ≥ s. Then F ′ := f −X t−s1 g has degX1(F ′) < t, where degX1 denotes the
degree with respect to X1. So we have ( f ,g) = (F ′,g) as ideals. Since every ai and
bi is in the maximal ideal, the top coefficient of F ′ is also in the maximal ideal. We
see that F ′,g is a regular sequence by the vanishing of Koszul homology. Let us
put t ′ := degX1(F ′), s′ := degX1(g), and G′ := g. So starting with f ,g, we obtained
F ′,G′.
This first step fits under the general procedure that is described in the next:
We have two elements F,G ∈ k[[X1, ...,Xn]] in ˜R such that
eHK( ˜R/( f ,g))≥ eHK( ˜R/(F,G)),
and, at least one of them, say F , has the leading term in X1 of the form uX s1 , with u
a unit in ˜R.
We would like to show that one can construct F ′,G′ such that
eHK( ˜R/(F,G))≥ eHK( ˜R/(F ′,G′)),
and degX1(F)+degX1(G) > degX1(F ′)+degX1(G′), such that either F ′ (or G′) has
the leading term in X1 of the form u′X t
′
1 (or u′X s
′
1 ) with u′ a unit.
The first step described above is a particular case of the general procedure if one
takes F := f ,G := g.
Let us explain now how to make F ′,G′ from the given F,G. Let degX1(F) = t
and degX1(G) = s and as above F = uX t1+ · · · , with u a unit in ˜R and G = vX s1 + · · · ,
with v not necessarily a unit.
We have two cases to consider for the ideal (F,G) as follows.
(α): If t ≤ s, we can take
G′ := G− vX s−t1 u
−1F, F ′ := F,
and put t ′ := degX1(F ′), and s′ := degX1(G′). Then we see that degX1(G)> degX1(G′)
and that (F ′,G′) = (F,G). Again F ′,G′ is a regular sequence on ˜R.
(β): If t ≥ s, then we can not use G to eliminate the leading term in X1 in F since
v might not be a unit. Hence we will use Proposition 4.2 to replace G by another
power series G1 such that G1 has the leading term in X1 of the form v1X s1 where v1
is a unit in ˜R.
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Consider the sequence aX s1 +G, F , where a ∈ k. Note that the top coefficient of
G1 := aX s11 +G is a unit in A unless a = 0.
We apply Proposition 4.2 for A, ˜R and the regular sequence F,G on ˜R: there is a
dense subset V ⊆Max(k[t])≃ k for which
eHK( ˜R/(F,G))≥ eHK( ˜R/(aX s1 +G,F))
holds for all a ∈V , and aX s1 +G,F form a regular sequence.
Working with the new sequence (F,G1 = aX t1+G) for some a 6= 0 and a ∈V , we
obtain a new regular sequence F ′,G′ such that
F ′ := F−uX t−s1 v
−1
1 G1, G
′ := G1
where v1 is the top coefficient of G1. Also we remark that (F ′,G′) = (F,G1) as
ideals, and degX1(F)> degX1(F ′).
One can see in either case F ′ (or G′) has the leading term in X1 of the form u′X t ′1
(or u′X s′1 ) with u′ a unit.
Moreover, the new pair F ′,G′ satisfies the property: degX1(F ′)+ degX1(G′) <
degX1(F)+degX1(G). We also note that whenever we apply Proposition 4.2, then
the ideal (F ′,G′) is different than the ideal (F,G).
Once we have F ′,G′, we continue by applying the procedure to F ′,G′ themselves.
We would like to show that by doing this repeatedly we will eventually reach one
of the forms stated in the conclusion of the Proposition.
Both f ,g belong to m2A. We notice that if F,G belong to m2A, then F ′,G′ will also
belong to m2A unless min(degX1(F),degX1(G)) = 1. Once this situation occurs, we
stop our procedure at once; if say degX1(F) = 1, then by changing the coefficient of
X1 with the help of Proposition 4.2 if necessary, we see that we end up in the case
described.
If we never encounter the situation where min(degX1(F),degX1(G)) = 1, then we
eventually end up with f ′ (or g′) ∈ k[[X2, ...,Xn]]. But then using Proposition 4.2
add uX1 to f ′ or g′ and we end up in the situation described in the conclusion of our
Proposition.
To end the proof, it is enough to say that at least one of f ′ or g′ is in m2A. Then
this guarantees that ˜R/( f ′,g′) is non-regular. 
Now let us go back to the proof of the theorem. We apply the Proposition 4.4 for
A := k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]], l := e−2 to f1, ..., fe inductively.
Start with f1 and f2 and put ˜R := k[[X1, ...,Xd+e]]/( f3, ..., fe). Then we can find
such F1,F2 as stated in the Proposition. Once we come to the conclusion in the
Proposition, then we can find the desired hypersurface by applying the induction
step on the length of the regular sequence by eliminating X1, so we are done.

We would like to close this section by proving the part (1) of Conjecture of
Watanabe and Yoshida stated in the introduction for complete intersections
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Theorem 4.6. Let d ≥ 2, p 6= 2 prime and k a field of characteristic p > 0. If
(R,m,k) is a complete intersection, not regular, then eHK(R)≥ eHK(Rd,p).
Proof. We can enlarge the residue field such that we have an uncountable algebraic
closed field K.
By Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 we see that over K, eHK(R⊗k K) ≥ eHK(Rd,p⊗k K)
which implies the result over k.

Remark 4.7. Although we stated Propositions 4.4 and 4.2 for the case of complete
intersection only, this assumption was in fact not needed in their corresponding
proofs. We kept this as hypothesis for the convenience of the reader, since this
section deals only with complete intersections.
5. REMARKS ON THE GENERAL CASE
In this section, we would like to show how using ideas related to the upper semi-
continuity of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity can provide insight into the general case
of the Conjecture stated in Section 1. A local ring S such that dim(S)−depth(S)= 1
is called almost Cohen-Macaulay.
Proposition 5.1. Let (R,m,k) be an catenary unmixed non-regular ring of posi-
tive characteristic p > 0. Then there exists a non-regular unmixed ring of same
dimension (S,n,k) which is Cohen-Macaulay or almost Cohen-Macaulay such that
eHK(S)≤ eHK(R).
Proof. Let x1, · · · ,xn be a maximal regular sequence on R and let P be a minimal
prime over (x1, · · · ,xn). We have that eHK(RP) ≤ eHK(R) by Theorem 3.8 in [8]
(this is where we need catenary). If RP is not regular we are done, since we can
adjoin a finite number of indeterminates to RP to obtain a Cohen-Macaulay ring S
with eHK(S) = eHK(RP)≤ eHK(R) (the first equality comes from Proposition 1.2).
If RP is regular, then consider P ⊂ Q such that height(Q/P) = 1. Localize at Q
and get eHK(RQ)≤ eHK(R). Since x1, · · · ,xn is a maximal regular sequence we see
that RQ is almost Cohen-Macaulay. As before, by adjoining a number of indetermi-
nates over RQ we obtain an example of same dimension as R. 
We would like to show that part (1) of the Conjecture can be reduced to the case
of an isolated singularity:
Assume that (R,m,k) is excellent and unmixed. It is immediate that eHK(R) ≥
eHK(Rred) and hence we can pass to Rred and assume that R is excellent and reduced.
By induction on the dimension of R we can assume that for all non-regular un-
mixed rings A of smaller dimension one can find a hypersurface B of same dimen-
sion such that eHK(B)≤ eHK(A).
Let Sing(R) be the singular locus of (R,m,k) . It is a non-empty closed set de-
fined by an ideal J. If J is m-primary, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise,
let Pi, i = 1, · · · ,n, be the collection of all minimal primes of J. Let P be one such
minimal prime Pi with height less than the dimension of R.
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Then eHK(RP) ≤ eHK(R). By induction, we can find a hypersurface S such that
eHK(S)≤ eHK(RP). By adjoining a finite number of indeterminate to RP we obtain
a hypersurface, relabeled S, of dimension equal to dim(R) and eHK(S)≤ eHK(R).
Our result Theorem 3.2 shows that among hypersurfaces ∑di=0 x2i is the one with
minimal Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity.
We would like to close now with an observation related to the questions addressed
in this paper: Let A be a finitely generated K-algebra which is non-regular and
locally unmixed. Is there a minimal value for the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of AP
where P is a non-regular prime?
Proposition 5.2. Let A be an excellent, nonregular and locally unmixed. Then eHK :
Spec(R)→ R has minimum when restricted to the non-regular locus of Spec(R).
Proof. A is excellent and hence its singular locus is defined by an ideal J. For any
prime containing J we can find a minimal prime P of J, P⊂Q such that eHK(AP)≤
eHK(AQ).
Since there are only finitely many minimal primes over J we are done. 
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